^ ward bo willingly at our appeal for the funds of this bed will be glad to hear that three nurses have already benefited by it, and a fourth is just goiDg to stay at the Home, bo the need of its existence is fully proved. We shall be glad if in future any kind subscribers will send their donations to Editor, Nursing, at this office, and applications for the use of the bed had better be sent to Miss Hold itch, The Erassey Holiday Home, St. Leonards-on-Sea. Miss Holditchand Sister Frost have had 529 visitors at the Home. The institution is just now entering the third year of its fixistence.
nf\ROBATIONERS'"TIME OFFDUTY."-Mosthospitals have a printed set of rules, also a paper giving the hours of the nurses " on " and "off" duty, and these are generally put into the hands of applicants who wish to be trained. are better than they seem, others sound better than they are. We, therefore, advise all would-be nurses to enquire from the first exactly what privileges they will be entitled to claim, as they will thus avoid many little disappointments afterwards. " QJ HOME FOR THE DYING."-Our readers will Vc/ remember the mention of this Home last October, or rather the need of more accommodation for those who are just entering the valley of the shadow of death. Gladly we learn that already a suitable house has been found at " Sunnyside Swiss Cottage ;
" it stands in two acres of ground, and ?will hold forty to fifty patients with comfort. The house has been paid for, but the Committee now await further donations to enable them to make the necessary alterations, and to buy "furniture with. To be penniless and dying, and to have no place to lie down and die in?can anything be more pathetic ? " But there is always the workhouse," thinks the practical reader. Yes, so there is, and where the skilled hands and kindly hearts of the Workhouse Infirmary Association nurses are found tending our dying poor we know the way is made as easy as possible for them. But, unfortunately, in The white beds which contain the silver-haired old women, with their snowy caps and scarlet shawls, are not suggestive in any way of that badge of pauperism which is painfully conveyed by the outdoor costumes of most workhouses. But Marylebone is an exceptionally favoured institution, for it is also a training school for nurses on the Nightingale system, and it has a fine nurses' home, supervised by a fully-trained Sister, and the Matron is well known in nursing circles for her all-round abilities, as well as for her unusual power of organisation. small, and their flavour poor and acid. All its strength and vigour has been spent in aimless growth and wandering, in escaping the vine-dresser it has become worthless. On the other hand a vine which is cultivated may not be so picturesque to the eye of the casual observer, bub there is a certain charm and satisfaction always in the uniformity with which it is trained. Only a certain number of shoots are allowed on each branch, and these go perfectly straight upwards, always upwards, and are nailed tightly back, while every useless leaf is broken off, with the result that the grapes are large, sweet, and luscious, and hang in rich profusion in the master's house. Now the use of a vine is to bear fruit, the wood is of no importance for any other purpose, nothing can be made of its hollow, tough stems, they are simply construtted to carry the sap which rises from the root and supplies all the nourishment. courtesy to strangers is exacted as a duty from nuraes and probationers, and we must trust that such politeness is not put on with the clean aprons, but that it becomes a characteristic of the wearers at all times and in all seasons, for it is a poor kind of courtesy which only flourishes in the presence of strangers, and is laid aside as superfluous for daily and hourly companions. We sigh, however, when we think of those hospitals where no sorb of good manners prevail, where the stranger enters, ungreeted and unnoticed, and the newest probationer is less gauche than the nurse of ten years' experience. Is it vanity which makss these good women exhibit behaviour which would disgrace a factory girl ? In the factory the girl may giggle or ignore the presence of a visitor, but in her home, poor though it be, she seldom fails to offer a greeting as well as a seat to the stranger who pays her the attention of a call. A ward is, in a certain sense, the nurse s home, inasmuch as it is under her charge, and is the place where most part of her time is spent, and she loves it, spares no pains in her care of it, and is devoted to the interests of her patients?but even to the latter her manner does not always do justice to the goodness of her heart; however, it is for her fellow nurses and for the unfortunate stranger that her worst manner is exhibited and we have sought, far and near, hitherto in vain, for an explanation of this hard fact.
We do not find the failing confined to one class of women, and indeed we all know that many a cottager is as truly polite as a countess, and the plainly-reared nurse, who3e very blunt honesty endears her to us, is often no ruder than the woman of higher birth. Why should either of these useful and honoured persons fall short in her duty, and why should the bad manners of some of our nurses be getting proverbial ? If it is the outcome of indifference on their part, let there be art end of such folly ; if it is the overweening importance they attach to their own useful career, let the unworthy thought die ; the very pettiness of it detracts from the grace of their noble work.
Bad manners may be defined as an ugly and visible form of selfishness. Thoughtful consideration for the feelings of all those with whom we are brought In contact ensures good manners, and when these aro present, we find the idol of self-esteem has been very successfully relegated to a distant background. Many a good woman thinks the explanation, " It's only my way !" excuses that way for being an ungracious one; but far from it, out of her own mouth she is convicted, for her excuse is her accusation.
jEven>t>obv>'s ?pinion.
[Correspondence on all subjects is invited, but we cannot in any way be responsible for the opinions expressed by our correspondents. Nocommunications 
